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FOREWORD 
 

The new series on Economy, Law and Sociology of Annals 

of the Academy of Romanian Scientists, reorganized and 

restructured, by publishing two issues per year, is already 

at the second issue for 2015, with seven scientific 

communications selected by the scientific committee. 

These scientific papers have been presented in public 

debate by the authors during two scientific events that 

took place in 2015 as a way of cooperation between the 

partner institutions: Academy of Romanian scientists and 

Valahia University of Targoviste. 

Thus, on June 24, 2015 at the Multidisciplinary Science 

and Technology Research Institute of Valahia University 

of Targoviste took place "LEADERSHIP/MANAGEMENT 

SCIENCE" National Symposium with International 

Participation on the occasion of the Organized 100th 

anniversary of the birth of the One Who Was Ph. D. Girl (r) 

Emil Mihuleac.  

It was presented a number of 16 scientific papers, most of 

which were recommended by the scientific committee for 

publication in the journals of the Academy of Romanian 

Scientists and Valahia University of Targoviste.  

On November 27-28, 2015, at Valahia University of 

Targoviste, in the same collaboration took place the 

international conference “Contemporary Challenges for 

the Society in the Context of the Recent Economic and 

Social Changes”. There was presented 73 scientific papers 

grouped in 4 sections and 10 posters in one section. Most 

of all were recommended by the scientific committee for 

publication in Annals from Academy of Romanian 

Scientists and Valahia University of Targoviste. 
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To be mention, in the Annals of Academy of Romanian 

Scientists, New Series on Economy, Law and Sociology, in 

his new on-line edition will be prepared to be indexed in 

international data bases in 2015-2016, and during the 

period 2017-2018 to be indexed “ISI WEB of science by 

Thomson Services”. 

The Academy of Romanian Scientists management, along 

with AOSR Publisher, thanks to the authors of scientific 

papers published in this issue, authors among which are 

found AOSR members, young doctoral researchers 

belonging to the two institutions collaborating in this 

project scientifically.  
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